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F R O M  T H E  D I R E C T O R S

This year was a landmark one for Red Dot Foundation. We

celebrated our fifth anniversary as an organisation which is a huge

accomplishment to our resilience, perseverance and commitment

to gender justice. Our work was also validated with the several

grants we received for the different aspects of our work. This gives

a small organisation like ours a huge boost of confidence.

Overall, we are grateful to everyone who continues to partner,

collaborate, invest and volunteer with us as it allows us to push

the boundaries, dream bigger and expand our work in making

spaces safer for women and girls. This year alone we have

strengthened our work with several institutional partnerships

with colleges and local community organisations. We have

reached over 100,000 people through our various projects. Our

team has been phenomenal and we appreciate each of them and

their passion to the cause. None of this would be possible without

them.

We are thankful for your trust in us and we assure you of our

commitment as we look forward to the next five years of our

journey.

SUPREET K SINGH & ELSAMARIE DSILVA 
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V I S I O N  &
M I S S I O N

Our vision is a peaceful, safe and

inclusive society where women and

girls can achieve their potential.

Our mission is enabling safe public

spaces by empowering the individual

and their community through

crowdsourced data, education on

Rights and developing innovative

hyper-local solutions. We also work

with institutional service providers to

improve decision making and

effective policy implementation

through a gender lens.

We are registered as a Sec 8 Not For

Profit company in India as Red Dot

Foundation and in the USA as Red Dot

Foundation Global a 501(c)3

organisation. Established in Nov 2014,

we have received global recognition

including an ECOSOC accreditation

by the United Nations.

"It is our birth lottery
that we have the

privilege to do this work.
We wish to leave no one

behind." - ElsaMarie 

Our work is at the intersection of

gender, technology and data, and

urban design and planning.
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Our theme for the year, "Safe spaces"

- physical, emotional, digital, private,

public - is critical to the progress and

wellbeing  of women and girls. 

Our work spanned from Railway

audits across 75 stations in Mumbai,

safe neighbourhoods in 2 locations in

Pune, Safe schools in the Satara

district, Safe college campuses across

20 colleges in Maharashtra and safe

online spaces using social media for

conversations. 

We hosted a photo exhibition, a

panel discussion and heritage walk

at the Kalaghoda, Mumbai's premier

cultural festival. 

Our Urban Thinkers Campus focused

on the subject along with a youth

innovation challenge where we

mentored 10 ideas into working

prototypes.

In addition we provided guidance,

capacity building and consultation to

various corporations, educational

institutions, non profits on creating

the eco-system of support for safe

spaces.

We evangelised our work through

many articles written by us and of us,

speaking engagements globally,

workshops for various stakeholders

and participated actively at the UN. 

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020

in photo: Technical workshop in Satara district with the women of the Community. Part of

the Rise Up for Girls Project.

S A F E  S P A C E S
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https://safecity.in/attend-an-event/kalaghoda-arts-festival-2020/


SAFE COLLEGE CAMPUS WITH
THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA

The Safe Campus Project is a

collaborative effort with the

Canadian Government through the

Canadian Funds for Local Initiatives

(CFLI) programme and Red Dot

Foundation. 

The aim was to reduce the risk of

sexual violence and create a safe

college campus culture, encourage

active and responsible citizenship

among the youth, to spread

awareness about sexual harassment,

sexual assault, child sexual abuse

and discuss ways to make public

spaces safer. 

Additionally, it focused on

sensitizing faculty and

administration on legislation, safety

measures and the implementation

of redressal mechanisms. The

program with a top-down and

bottom-up approach was conducted

in 20 colleges in Mumbai, Pune and

Satara and 101 Youth Leaders who

were trained as peer educators and

were mentored over a six month

period.

We reached over 9,210 direct  and

71,310 indirect beneficiaries.

Fostered 101 youth leaders to

become agents of change with

increased knowledge on the

prevention of sexual violence as

well as have the skills to sensitively

and confidently conduct training

sessions with their peers.

Increased the communication

skills of these youth leaders by

increasing their capacity to use

social media for advocacy 

Mobilized the 20 selected colleges

to revisit their internal policies and

systems regarding safety and

sexual harassment and make

necessary revisions / changes

Greater understanding of sexual

harassment, its related behaviour

and forms of recourse available.

Engagement of men and boys in

addressing sexual violence.

Challenging norms and stigma

around sex, sexuality and

victimhood.

Inspired an LGBTQ research

project which is currently ongoing,

and evolved as an offset to the

Safe Campus Program.

Impact -

For the full report access here.

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020
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https://safecity.in/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Website-Final-CFLI-Report.pdf


SAFE COLLEGE CAMPUS -
POSTER CAMPAIGN

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020
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The Safecity audits aim to identify

safety on the Mumbai railway

stations and train compartments. 

The survey was conducted on 29

stations of the Western railway line

(Churchgate - Virar), 26 stations of

the Central railway line (CST - Kalyan)

and 22 stations of the Harbour line

(CST - Panvel). A combined total of

1918 responses were collected, out of

which, 1014 were received from

females and 895 from males.

This study focused entirely on the

responses of the individuals to gauge

railway safety measures and was a

build on our previous audit in 2016.

The aim was to:

a) Draw from individual reports to

highlight infrastructural and

environmental issues and to suggest

improvements, and

b) Highlight the degree of awareness

of sexual harassment and its

components as well as legal

provisions concerning violence

against women.

The Project was led by Ms. Marissa

Borges and conducted from April to

July 2019.

Please access the full report please

check here.

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020

In photo: Reclaiming Public Spaces photoseries by Devina Buckshee and Ojas Kolvankar

for Red Dot Foundation

S A F E  R A I L W A Y S  
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https://safecity.in/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/SAFECITY-RAILWAY-AUDIT-2019-13.pdf


SAFE NEIGHBOURHOODS - PUNE

In March 2019, Red Dot Foundation

started the Amplify Change program

in two communities – Prem Nagar

and Kashewadi in Pune. Both these

communities have close to 30,000

people living in a very small area.

The program primarily focused on

advocacy on SRHR amongst

adolescent girls, children and

women, including men and boys

of the community. Through “Youth

Leaders” the community was

equipment with knowledge , tools

and techniques required to bring

about social change such as making

the community a safer place for

girls. 

During the project, the Red Dot

Foundation team along with Youth

Leaders conducted surveys,

exercises such as mapping of the

community, promoting community

engagement especially during

festivals, involving local governing

bodies & police, spreading

awareness and designing

interventions with relation to sexual

harassment.

For the full report please check here

Better public toilets

Street lights to be fitted in some of

the alley ways or unlit areas 

Access to the community center

for girls

Police Patrolling in open areas

CCTV cameras to be installed in

some of the frequently used places

e.g. near the temple, playground

50 boys and men were trained to

be allies on women's SRHR

42 girls participated in a night rally

to be comfortable in public space

at night

40 girls were trained in self

defense

70 girls conducted street plays to

educate their society on SRHR

The community wanted to advocate

for better services and facilities to

make their area safer and meet some

of their basic human rights. A petition

drive was carried out in both

communities. This was then

presented to the police and the Local

Municipal Corporator – Ms. Mansi who

accepted the petition and promised

action.

Some demands they achieved

include:

Other interventions include:

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020
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https://safecity.in/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Amplify-Change-Project.pdf


Bal Suraksha is a program that Red

Dot Foundation facilitated in Satara

district with a grant from Rise Up for

Girls. 

Over a one year period, we ran an

advocacy campaign for the effective

implementation of the Protection of

Children against Sexual Offences

(POCSO) Act in 20 schools in the

Satara district impacting 20,000

students. The target group were

school teachers, parents, district

educational authorities and children.

Read our interim report here.

Our aim was to make sure that the

POCSO Act is well understood and

implemented in 4 villages in Satara

district in Mahararashtra. Parents,

teachers, educationalists and

children understand the law and its

redressal procedures. 

We engaged 20 “Know your Rights

Educators” from the villages to be

agents of change on the issue of

child sexual abuse (CSA) and all

other rights.

This complements our CSA

prevention programs in schools.

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020

In photo:  Our Program Officer Mona More with young children, explaining their rights and

helping them understand the nuances of child sexual abuse to build their confidence to

identify and respond adequately to it.

S A F E   S C H O O L S
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https://safecity.in/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Bal-Suraksha-Project-Report-290920.pdf


SAFE PUBLIC SPACES - 
URBAN THINKERS CAMPUS & 
YOUTH INNOVATION CHALLENGE

Red Dot Foundation hosted a two

day Urban Thinkers Campus – Safe

Public Spaces from a Gender and

Climate Resiliency Lens – on behalf

of UN Habitat’s World Urban

Campaign. The event was supported

by GIZ India and BMW Foundation

along-with knowledge partners

Urban Vision, Developmatrix, The

Danish Cultural Institute and

Nappinai NS. 

It was held on 25 – 26 November,

2019 at ISDI ACE, Mumbai.  The

Urban Thinkers Campus (UTC) model

is a stage for exchange of thoughts

and opinions between all

stakeholders and partners to

promote sustainable development

and urbanization. 

Using the appreciative inquiry

method of Discover, Dream, Design

and Develop the two day

programme was designed to be

participatory with innovation labs,

case studies and thought leadership

panels. 

The main aim of the event was to

bring diverse stakeholders from

business, government agencies, civil

society and academia to deliberate

on the challenges and jointly

develop action plans for

implementation within

organisations. 

Check further details here.

Team NCR Mates

Team Nox

Team One

The Youth Design Innovation

Challenge sought to involve future

leaders of the city – the youth, to play

a part in solving gender equality

issues due to rapid urbanization. Over

a 100 applications were received from

youth all over India.

On November 29, 2019, the 09 finalist

teams made a final pitch of their local

community-based solutions for Safe

Public Spaces. Over the three months,

the teams (who were from different

cities in India) went through an offsite

at Magic Bus Learning Centre in

Karjat, attended seven master class

webinars and were mentored by

experts. 

We are grateful to the 17 mentors and

15 jury members who helped us

shortlist the teams and finalise the

winners. In our opinion, all the teams

were winners as they worked hard to

implement their ideas into working

prototypes which were well thought

out.

The final three winners were:

More on the Youth Innovation

Challenge can be found here.

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020
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https://safecity.in/urban-thinkers-campus-2019-creating-a-resilient-and-inclusive-city/
https://safecity.in/youth-innovation-challenge-2019/


SAFE PUBLIC SPACES - 
URBAN THINKERS CAMPUS & 
YOUTH INNOVATION CHALLENGE

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020
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Red Dot Foundation in collaboration

with The Consulate General of

Sweden, Mumbai, Swedish Institute,

The Urban Vision and Millefotto

participated in the KalaGhoda Arts

Festival from February 1st to 9th to

increase awareness about

‘Sustainable and Inclusive Urbanism’.

We jointly hosted a Photo-exhibition,

Panel discussion and Heritage Walk

that highlighted challenges in the

unequal urban landscape and

discussed solutions to enable

equality, accessibility and inclusivity

in our cities.

Anna Lekvall, Consul General of

Sweden in Mumbai said, “Every

human has the right to live with

dignity irrespective of socio-

economic or physical challenges.”

The socio-economic urban inequality

was represented by the Mumbai

version of Photographer Johnny

Miller’s globally renowned ‘Unequal

Scenes’ project. Over 10,000 people

witnessed the exhibition.

The urban heritage walk was led by

Prathima Manohar, founder of The

Urban Vision. We had over 300

people attend the walk.

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020

In photo: Nilabh Nagar, Urbanist & Architect, Anna Lekvall, Consul General of Sweden and 

Dr Sangita Hasnale, Assistant Commissioner, Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai, 

ElsaMarie DSilva, Prathima Manohar, Founder of The Urban Vision

Photo Credit - Johnny Miller

K A L A G H O D A  F E S T
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https://safecity.in/attend-an-event/kalaghoda-arts-festival-2020/


Red Dot Foundation partnered with

Prerana Anti Human Trafficking

Centre for the annual Vital Voices

Global Mentoring Walk on 7 March

2020. We were treated to a

wonderful brunch at the JW Marriott

Sahar.

The Mentees were young women

from the Prerana Anti Human

Trafficking Centre, Save the Children,

Sneha and Reality Gives. The Mentors

ranged from Business leaders,

entrepreneurs, journalists, architects,

Diplomatic corps and development

sector professionals. 

The 31 pairs were matched based on

the mentee’s goals and aspirations

and the mentor’s skill sets. Everyone

felt they were perfectly matched,

thanks to the tireless efforts of our

team members who believe in the

power of mentoring.

“I speak Hindi at home and Ma’am

said I should start speaking English

slowly. She said that I should not

listen to those who discourage me

from speaking. She said, “If you want

to speak English, you speak it”.  –

Mentee

Check the full report here.

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020

In photo: Vital Voices Global Mentoring Walk, mentor-mentee pairs sharing experiences and having

a deep discussion of common challenges.

M E N T O R I N G  W A L K
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Red Dot Foundation is an ECOSOC

accredited NGO at the United

Nations. 

For an ECOSOC NGO to interact and

effectively use their collective voice

within the United Nations one must

do so via the various NGO

Committees as set up and

recognized by the United Nations. 

RDF is a member of various NGO

Groups at the UN:

- NGO Committee on Social

Development: We hold the position

of  vice chairperson for years 2020-22

- NGO Committee on Finance for

Development

- C-190 Taskforce : a task-force of

several committees have come

together to further the case of

ratifying ILO C-190, We are a member

of this task-force and represent

NGOCSocD at the same

- NGO Major Groups

- Urban Thinkers Campus Committee

at the UN Habitat's World Urban

Campaign

In addition, we are also part of the

SUM4ALL gender working group at

the World Bank.

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020

In photo: ElsaMarie DSilva and Gillian DSouza at the United Nations during UNGA

A D V O C A C Y  @  T H E  U N
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Attended workshops.

Education and Advocacy is a

critical component of our work

to help people, especially

women, youth and children

understand their rights and

protect themselves from sexual

and gender based violence.

15K 150K
Indirect beneficiaries.

Through the various programs,

workshops, campaigns and

public conversations we impact

systems, policies and decisions.

It is critical to have a gender

lens and perspective to

decision making so that spaces

are safe and inclusive.

90%
90% of the youth and women

who have actively participated

in our programs have confirmed

that they have a better

understanding and awareness of

their rights and are able to take

action to prevent, identify and

respond to sexual and gender

based violence

95%
50 organisations we work with

have implemented policies,

practices and programs for safe

spaces. These organisations

include corporates, NGOs and

educational institutions.

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020

IMPACT
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Articles and blogs written.

Thought leadership is a huge

part of our work, challenging

gender norms, stereotypes as

well as unconscious bias. It is

also a way to build leadership

of youth to put their thoughts

to paper and hone their

influencing skills

100 200
Youth Leaders who were

mentored through our various

programs - Campus

Ambassador, Know Your

Rights Educators, Global

Mentoring Walk and the Youth

Innovation Challenge.

100
Volunteers and interns worked

with us over the past year

contributing skills in social

media management, digital

analytics, technology

development, blogging and on

ground volunteering. Through

these projects they learn to

take action to solve the

problem

500
Individual reports have been

documented on our crowdmap

Safecity. We are making visible

the many instances of sexual

violence that are otherwise

invisible. This data is critical to

improve our understanding of

the problem and help us

identify solutions.

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020

IMPACT
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UN SDG Action Awards 2019 in

the Visualiser Category.

Supreet K Singh was awarded as

one of 30 #WebWonderWomen by

the Ministry of Women and Child

Development, Govt of India,

Twitter India and Breakthrough

India

YourStory listed ElsaMarie D’Silva

as one of the 100 Emerging Voices

of 2019

SheThePeople listed ElsaMarie

D’Silva as one of the Badass

Women 2020

Women Achiever's Award for

'Living the Change', by The Young

Environmentalists Program Trust

ChangeMaker Award by Save the

Children

Vital Voices has featured

ElsaMarie D’Silva in The Vital

Voices: 100 Women Using their

Power to Empower art exhibition

The Indian National Bar

Association has listed ElsaMarie

D’Silva in the publication

Phenomenal She 2020

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020

A W A R D S  W O N
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FINANCIALS - INCOME STATEMENT

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020
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FINANCIALS - BALANCE SHEET

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020
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GRATITUDE

The Government of Canada

Consulate General of the United

States in Mumbai

The British Deputy High

Commission Mumbai

Consulate General of Sweden in

Mumbai

Consulate General of Canada in

Mumbai

BMW Foundation Herbert Quandt

National Endowment for

Democracy - Reagan Fascell

Democracy Fellowship

Magic Bus Learning and

Development Centre

Prerana Anti Human Trafficking

Chevening Alumni Network

Red Dot Foundation Global

The Global Diplomacy Lab

The Gratitude Network

Godrej The Design Lab

Mr. Jayprakash Sheth

Rotary International

Aspen New Voices

Swedish Institute

The Urban Vision

Holcim LaFarage

Our work would not be possible

without the amazing support of

Donors, Partners, Volunteers and

Team Members.

In particular we would like to thank

the following:

JW Marriott Sahar

Rise Up for Girls

Ogilvy & Mather

Developmatrix

Digital Refresh

SheThePeople

Sprng Energy

Global Giving

Point of View

Suzlon Group

Johnny Miller

Saavn Media

Godrej GCPL

Nappinai NS

Vital Voices

IWF Global

UN Habitat

UN Women

ISDI DICE

GIZ India

MSRDC

MCGM

"Individual commitment
to a group effort - that is

what makes 
a team work, 

a company work, 
a society work, 

a civilization work." 
- Vince Lombardi

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020
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GRATITUDE

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020
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THANK YOU

You can reach us at
www.safecity.in

info@safecity.in

Facebook - safecity.in

Twitter & Instagram - @pinthecreep

RED  DOT  FOUNDATION 2019 -2020

"Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much."
- Helen Keller


